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May Hashem inscribe and seal us all in the Book of Life.

“May their resting place be in the Garden of Eden... therefore may the Master of Mercies shelter them in the shelter of His wings for eternity.”

תְּהֵאעֵדֶן בְּגַן מְנוּחָתָם... לָבֵן בְּעל הָרַחֲמִים בְּסֵתֶר כְּנָפָיו לְעוֹלָמִים...

A special thanks to the High Holiday Committee, and to all those who helped make this Yizkor Booklet possible.

The DAT Minyan appreciates your contribution and support.

Cindy and Larry Halpern
In Memory of
Jane Halpern
Elisa Halpern
Casper and Lily Halpern
Lou and Esther Zeiden
Sylvan Zeiden
Max and Jean Polse
Max and Elsie Teitler
Norman Polse
Harold Teitler

Lauren and Samuel Rascoff
In Memory of
Dr. Joel H. Rascoff, z”l

Roselyn Kark
In Memory of
My parents
Carl and Betty Sharoff
May they rest in peace.

Shira and David Fishman
In Memory of
Ben and Jeannette Fishman
Tibor and Yolie Lebowitz
Bernie and Sylvia Eisenstein
Raz Neustein
Anita Stieglitz
Lisa and Jonathan Perlmutter  
In Memory of  
Jordon H. Perlmutter  
Abe Perlmutter  
Dora Perlmutter  
Anne Goldberg  
William Goldberg  
William Wolf  
Jane Wolf  
Benjamin Lesser  
Esther Lesser

In Memory of  
Jean Crua Wallace, our beloved mother, mother-in-law, and grandmother.  
Remembered by Melanie, Marc, Eliana, and Benjamin Avner

The Gitler Family  
In Memory of  
Dr. David Gitler  
David ben Yakov Yosef v’Golda

Wendy and David Slamowitz  
In Memory of  
Sidney Kramer  
Father of Wendy Slamowitz

This Yizkor booklet is dedicated in loving memory to Rabbi Yisroel Rosenfeld, z”l  
Patriarch of the Denver Jewish Community and Jewish Education in Denver.  
He emerged from the ashes of the Holocaust to nurture and inspire a generation of Torah scholars.
In Honor and Gratitude

Dovid, Naomi,
Ayelet and Daniella Lev
In Memory of
Our grandparents:
Mr. and Mrs. Tzvi Lev (Dovid’s grandparents)
Mr. and Mrs. Dovid Farkas (Dovid’s grandparents)
Rosalyn Farkas (Dovid’s aunt)
Rabbi Harold and Mrs. Bernyce Konovitch (Naomi’s grandparents)
Robyn Konovitch (Naomi’s aunt)
Mr. Walter Berger (Naomi’s grandfather)
Andrew Zucker (Naomi’s brother-in-law)

Laura Abramson-Pritchard
& Keith Pritchard
In Memory of
Keith’s father,
Ken Pritchard

Mrs. Orah and children Michal, Ari, Natan,
Avital (Tali) and Nechama Zipper
In Memory of
Our Dear Husband and Father:
Stuart Zipper (Simcha haKohen ben Avraham)

Marc and Claudia Braunstein
In Memory of
William Braunstein
Stuart Rothchild
Jean Braunstein Katz
Froma Fallik
Arinn, Noah
Aliza, Max, and Isaac Makovsky
In Memory of
Saul and Marion Peck
Elias and Gertrude Sunshine
Norbert and Claire Bachrach
Sam and Frieda Makovsky
Fred Englard
Rabbi Yisroel Rosenfeld

Susie and Joshua Sharf
In Loving Memory of
David Judah Ehrenfeld
נקי כפים ובר לבב
and in Memory of Our Dear Friend
Dov O'Connor
וז

Evi and Evan Makovsky
In Memory of
Sam and Frieda Makovsky
Norbert and Claire Bachrach
Motty Shames, Ray Shames
Fred Englard, Bud Glassman
Walter Goldberg

Joseph and Naomi Miriam Miller
In Memory of
Lloyd and Mary Miller
Paul D. and Marian Bennett

Evan and Evi Makovsky
In Honor of
Noah & Arinn Makovsky
Aryeh & Dorit Fischer
Elana Makovsky Parver
All of our grandchildren
Philip & Janet Lightstone
Netti Bachrach
Rabbi and Mrs. Joseph Friedman

Arinn, Noah,
Aliza, Max, and Isaac Makovsky
In Honor of
Our Parents:
Bud and Carol Sunshine
Evan and Evi Makovsky
and
Rabbi Joseph and Melissa Friedman

Jacquie and Robert Marks
In Honor of
Rabbi Friedman's continued heartfelt inspiration
Ellyn and Steve Hutt  
In Honor of  
Audrey, Michael and Laura Frankel  
Benjamin, Dalya, Akiva,  
Rivka, Moshe, and Shifra Hutt

Marc, Melanie, Eliana and Benjamin Avner  
In Honor of  
Rabbi Joseph and Mrs. Melissa Friedman  
For their commitment to our community and all they have accomplished in the last year in Denver!

Brent and Jolie Eisen  
In Honor of  
Scott and Sally Alpert  
Michael, Molly, Beckett and Ellia Alpert  
Brian Alpert  
Lexi Alpert  
Rabbi and Mrs. Joseph Friedman  
Jake, Emma, Mollie, and Reese Eisen

Cheryl, Aaron, Elizabeth, and Ariella Segall  
In Memory of  
Ray Lederman  
Avrim Cantor  
Our Grandparents:  
Louis Grossman, Sylvia & Solomon Segall  
Lillian & Alex Saltsman, Sylvia & Harold Miller

Jenna and Robert Wilkin  
In Memory of  
Leonard Wilkin (Robert’s father)  
Shirley Wilkin (Robert’s mother)  
Harvey Wax (Jenna’s father)  
Corinne Wax (Jenna’s mother)  
Hilda Wilkin (Robert’s Aunt)  
Abraham Kamenetsky (Robert’s uncle)

Barbara and Mickey Silberman  
In Memory of  
Jerry Silberman,  
brother of Mickey Silberman  
Sharon and Pearl Reichman  
sisters of Barbara Silberman

Erica & Larry Gray  
In Memory of  
Morris Gardner - father of Erica Gardner Gray.  
Loving husband, father, grandfather,  
and great-grandfather
Leslie and Stuart Senkfor
In Memory of
Benjamin Lubin
Libby Lubin
Joseph Newman
Sarah Newman
Frieda Silverman
Efros Silverman
Harry Newman
Herbert Silverman

Brent and Jolie Eisen and Family
In Loving Memory of
Harvey and Sandee Eisen (Brent’s parents)
Ted and Eleanor Buckstein (Brent’s grandparents)
Ben and Gertrude Eisen (Brent’s grandparents)
Joe and Lillian Mosko (Jolie’s grandparents)
Gail Mosko (Jolie’s aunt)
Mavis Burton and William Kasper (Jolie’s grandparents)

Jonathan Rones
In Memory of
Steven Rones
Ellyn and Steve Hutt
In Memory of
Steve’s mother, Thelma Hutt
Ellyn’s father, Howard Ancell

Anath and Ian Gardenswartz and Family
In Loving Memory of
Anath’s father, Zev Vishnia
Ian’s father, Nathan Gardenswartz

Bara, Chaim,
Matanya, Daina, Ellie, and Emma Loewenthal
In Loving Memory of
Our father and grandfather,
Jan Rybka

Mimi and Alan Pomeranz
In Memory of
Moish Pomeranz (Alan’s father)
Beatrice Pomeranz (Alan’s mother)

Kim and Jonathan Fishman
In Memory of
Nelson and Frances Lerman
Mary and Albert Glassman
Ann and Isaac Fishman
Elsie and Hilary Ellert
Glenda Dave and Ron Glassman

Chaya and Seth Parkoff
In Memory of
Chaya’s father,
Zvi Moshe ben Eliyahu Leibel,
step-father
Binyamin ben Yitzchak
and grandmother
Hinda Sheindel bas Pinchas

Peter, Robert and Andrew Schwartz
In Loving Memory of
Abraham Hiltzik, Stella Hiltzik
Edward Schwartz, Ruth Schwartz
William Schwartz, Henry Lobou
and Sylvia Greenberg

Ann and Mervyn Lifschitz
In Memory of
Our fathers
Harry Schaffer and Goodman Lifschitz
and mother
Sarah Lifschitz

Sally and Scott Alpert
In Loving Memory of
Richard Steiss
Sheri Pettee
Hannah Weindrop
Joanie Alpert
Ben and Miriam Mezer
In Memory of
Jim Glassner

Jonathan and Sarah Prostak
In Memory of
Aron & Dora Prostak
Jacques & Georgette Barouch
Alex & Blanche Linnett
Paul & Elizabeth Strapp

Beth Ann Wagy
In Memory of
Jack Levine and Florence Levine

Iris, Phillip, Rina, Sahpir and Mahayon
In Memory of
Great/Grandparents Rav Chaim/Ethel Freedman,
Great/Grandparents Sam (Pops)/Sylvia Goldstein,
Grand/Mother Fern Freedman, Grand/Father
Avraham Pezarker, Aunt/Sister Rina Sharoski &
Riki Pezarker, Uncle/Brother Emanual Pezarker,
Beloved Al, Issy, Hellen, Myles & Karen Freedman,
Morris/Ann Goldstein, Lee/Edith Goodman, Elaine
Levine, Gary Swinehart, Avi Pezarker, Tony Moya,
Sharon Rosenblatt, Nelli Kavlin, Ben/Lillian
Ginsberg, and Mentor/Friend Rav Uriel Malka

James and Ramona Harris
In Memory of
Ramona's father, Guru